From the desk of Guyot

M

y promise of a great meeting at the SNCC 50th Year Anni
versary was delivered. It was as successful as I expected; it
brought together a group of intergenerational lovers of freedom, activism, and resilience. This group stands alone in combining
nonviolence with community organizing and that unleashed the most
important resource in the state of Mississippi, the most oppressed people
in America, black and white citizens, who risked all to be free. I am a
resident of Washington, D.C. but a citizen of Mississippi where the
bravest people in the world fought for the right to fight and in some
instances, created the tools with which to fight, MFDP, COFO, The
Delta Ministry, The National Council of Churches, The Lawyers Guild,
and the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights under Law.
We did not create the Department of Justice, but we brought them into southwest Mississippi. U.S. vs. Woods was the
first case filed and was won. The next was U.S.vs . Mississippi challenging the constitutionality of all the voting laws in
Mississippi; it was filed in 1962 and decided in 1965 by the Supreme Court while the Congressional Challenge was seeking
to unseat the illegal congressional delegation from Mississippi which was serving in violation of Section 2 of the 14th
Amendment. The Voting Rights Act was being modified due to Michael Thelwell's and Jan Goodman's early analysis of the
Voting Rights Act. We fought for, and won, a trigger mechanism that didn't require affidavits of wrongdoing. We developed a memorandum that was signed by Martin Luther King of SCLC, James Farmer of CORE, John Lewis of SNCC, and
Lawrence Guyot of MFDP. (See Selma and the Voting Rights Act by David Garrow and The Authors of Liberation by
Michael Sistrom). Our position was that the pending passage of the Voting Rights Act should not prevent the Congress
from unseating the Mississippi Congressional delegation being challenged by Fannie Lou Hamer, Anne Divine, and Victoria Gray who were represented by Arthur Kinoy, William Kunstler, and Morton Stavis. We fought for the right to fight and
fought in every available forum. Twelve hundred of us went to jail to prevent Governor Johnson and the state legislature
from weakening the impact of the Voting Rights Act on Mississippi. Attorney Bronstein raised the money to bond us all
out. We brought the first Section 5 case under the Voting Rights Act and argued by Armand Derfner and researched by Jim
Lewis, and John Doar and John Rosenberg for the Justice Department filed an amicus brief.
The US Supreme Court broadened the scope of who could file Section 5 lawsuits. It was no longer just the Attorney
General of the United States who could file suit but anyone who was aggrieved by the non-enforcement of Section 5.
Section 5 stated that all voting changes posed by any covered state or political subdivision must either be litigated before a
three judge panel or pre-cleared by the Justice Department. This led to declaring twenty-four laws passed by the state as
unconstitutional. All of this can be traced back to SNCC. MFDP was represented in Atlantic City by Eleanor Holmes
Norton and Joseph Rauh. After Atlantic City, there was a break between SNCC and MFDP because of MFDP's relationship to the Democratic Party. The move to clean up MFDP was stopped by the only man who could, Bob Moses. He said
to clean up MFDP, you would have to take on Guyot. This allowed me to become a presidential elector for LBJ in 1964 and
allowed the MFDP to fight to become the Democratic Party for Mississippi. The Loyal Democrats and the MFDP joined
forces and were seated at the 1968 Democratic Convention. After the fight in Atlantic City, the Democratic Party would
never again seat a segregated delegation and by 1972 all delegations were required to be 50% female.
The newsletter claims the legacy of Mississippi, both the living and the dead, beginning with the tapes of the veterans of the
Mississippi civil rights movement, the tapes from the SNCC conference, and all of the books on the reading list. This legacy can
only be properly honored when we use the history of empowerment to maintain control of the house and the senate. We can
side with perfection over the possible, but the Republicans have already presented the alternative ... no, no, no, never, never,
never. We created the probability of the Obama election. We must now protect his power to operate in both the house and the
senate. President Obama with a republican house and senate will create an America which I don't ever want to see.

Lawrence Guyot
P.S. Beware of revisions to the legacy that we must guard. Remember, all revisions come dressed as attempts at clarity. Yes,
we have been audacious, but we must not tremble at our audacity. Let us begin to define the fight and prevail in it.
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Letters to the Editor
Affirmative Action and White Poverty – A Response to U.S. Senator James Webb’s opinion editorial in
the Wall Street Journal issue of July 22nd.
Dear Brother Guyot,
The central thesis of Senator James Webb’s Diversity and the Myth of White Privilege (Wall Street Journal, 7/22/
10) is that government enforced diversity plans have marginalized middle and lower income white workers by implementing affirmative action programs that favor nonwhite over white workers.
It is true that, since 1965, white blue-collar workers have experienced growing levels of unemployment and
underemployment. But attributing this to affirmative action simply because it was introduced at the beginning of
this trend is a classic example of taking correlation to be causation. The antidiscrimination and diversity platforms of
affirmative action introduced qualified (nonwhite male) job seekers into the market at a time when globalization was
beginning to decrease the manufacturing base of the US economy. The cause of the marginalization of poor and
working class whites is not affirmative action, but the transfer of jobs from the US to Latin America and Asia, and the
exorbitant US growth in the gap between the wealth of the rich and the poor.
In the past, when there was affirmative action for whites, European immigrants actively took wealth (including
land and jobs) from nonwhite Americans. But Webb laments that “present day diversity programs ... now favor
anyone who does not happen to be white.” He seems to forget that present day diversity-programs were designed to
remedy an era of white supremacy that denied educational, employment, and investment opportunities to those who
happened not to be white males.
Immigration policies have made it possible for recently arrived immigrants to increasingly move ahead of many
native born white and black Americans. Why? Because the US government uses selective migration to fill positions
that the US educational system does not train native born Americans for. This is why our health system is staffed
primarily by immigrant doctors and nurses. The US does not educate enough doctors, nurses, and engineers to meet
its own needs, and skilled talent is drained from the third world.
Selective immigration has displaced the need to educate and train native-born Americans, whether they are black,
white, or Native American.
It is true that many who have come to this country in recent decades from Asia, Latin America and Africa have
not suffered discrimination from US local, state, and federal government agencies and in fact have benefited from the
infrastructure produced by those who were native born.
In the course of producing this infrastructure, white farmers, sharecroppers, coal-miners, and factory workers
were often as brutally exploited as African and Native Americans. Nonetheless, Webb blames affirmative action for
the plight of poor whites, and argues that “government-directed diversity programs should end.” But Webb needs to
be reminded that the age of white supremacy was also the century of eugenics, when many whites were considered as
unfit as Africans, Asians, and Native Americans. Inferior whites were considered an even bigger threat to human
evolution than inferior people of color, because they could more surreptitiously intermarry with superior whites.
Ending diversity programs will not help poor whites. Despite the repudiation of racism, eugenics, and white
supremacy, those who have inherited no wealth and skills will be increasingly marginalized in a globalized economy.
Albert Mosley, Professor
Philosophy Department
Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063
413-585-3652 office | 413-585-3710 fax
http://www.smith.edu/philosophy/amosley.html
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Sherrod Debacle Frustrates
Black Farmers
by Brian Naylor | July 22, 2010
The firing of Shirley Sherrod by the Department of Agriculture has reopened a sore spot with many African-American farmers who have been charging the USDA with discrimination for years. In fact, the USDA still faces thousands of discrimination lawsuits by minorities.

"This is what we call the last plantation," said John Boyd,
president of the National Black Farmers Association. "It's the
last federal arm in this country to integrate, the United States
Department of Agriculture. They filed lawsuits in federal court
to prevent black workers from coming to work once they integrated. That's the history of the United States Department of
Agriculture."
Boyd traveled from his farm in Virginia's Mecklenburg
County to the Capitol to lobby Congress. In 1994, he was
denied loans by a USDA agent in Richmond, VA., by the
name of James Garnett. "He was found guilty of discrimination, and he kept his job," Boyd said. "When I watched that
thing with Miss Sherrod on television, I said, 'Look how fast
they got rid of her when the allegation was her discriminating against a white farmer.' And when Mr. Garnett spit on
me, tore my application up ... nothing happened. "So that
can be very frustrating for a black person who's been out
here 26 years fighting discrimination."
Many Farmers Still Waiting For Settlement
In 1999, the government agreed to a class action settlement of more than $1 billion for African-American farmers.
Some 16,000 farmers, including Boyd, received a share of
the money. But tens of thousands of others who filed claims
later were denied.

John Boyd (center), president and founder of the National Black
Farmers Association, says black farmers have been systematically
denied loans and treated unfairly by the Department of Agriculture
for years. In February, he and other black farmers gathered at the
Agriculture Department in Washington to urge settlement of a classaction lawsuit.

Congress approved a billion-dollar settlement for a group
of black farmers during the Clinton administration. A second settlement, covering those left out of the first agreement, has been approved but not yet funded by Congress.
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack appeared crestfallen
Wednesday as he apologized for the bungled firing of Shirley
Sherrod, because it raised issues he had been doing his best
to settle during his year-and-a-half tenure at the department:
"I was very sensitive and remain sensitive to the civil
rights issues involving this department," he said. "When
you're dealing with tens of thousands of claims, it is something that needs to be resolved, that hasn't been resolved
and must be resolved."
The Last Plantation
Those tens of thousands of claims come from minority
farmers, mostly blacks, but also Latinos and women. They
charge that they've been discriminated against over the years
by the USDA, denied timely loans to buy seeds and equipment – loans that were granted to white farmers.
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Two years ago, Congress agreed to fund another settlement. But they didn't appropriate the money. The House
has acted twice this year to set aside the funds, most recently
in a bill funding the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. But the
Senate has refused to go along.
"I'm frustrated," Boyd said Thursday. "I'm frustrated that
I'm still begging for votes in the Senate for something that
should have been done years ago. And I'm frustrated to see
this country - the country that we live in - we still have not
overcome race relations in this country."
In Oklahoma City, Okla., Willard Tillman at the farmers
market, where he had taken some of his produce to sell: "Watermelons, cantaloupes, squash, greens, cabbage, tomatoes, okra."
Tillman is also waiting for the second settlement to get funded.
He says that the money will come too late for some farmers.
"A lot of the people that are deserving have died," he said.
"They will never receive any benefits or receive the justice
that they needed to have during their lifetime."
Tillman hopes the attention paid to the Sherrod episode
will lead Congress and the Obama administration to come
up with the money to settle the discrimination suits.
Agriculture Secretary Vilsack says he has been working
with the Senate to come up with the funds, and hopes it gets
done quickly. ■

Obama needs to stand up to
'reverse racism' ploy
By Eugene Robinson, Thursday, July 22, 2010

After the Shirley Sherrod episode, there's no longer any
need to mince words: A cynical right-wing propaganda
machine is peddling the poisonous fiction that when
African Americans or other minorities reach positions of
power, they seek some kind of revenge against whites.
A few of the purveyors of this bigoted nonsense might
actually believe it. Most of them, however, are merely
seeking political gain by inviting white voters to question the motives and good faith of the nation's first African American president. This is really about tearing Barack
Obama down. Sherrod, until Monday an official with
the Agriculture Department, was supposed to be mere
collateral damage. Andrew Breitbart, a smarmy provocateur who often speaks at Tea Party rallies, posted on his
Web site a video snippet of a speech that Sherrod, who is
African American, gave at an NAACP meeting this year.
In it, Sherrod seemed to boast of having withheld from a
white farmer some measure of aid that she would have
given to a black farmer. It looked like a clear case of black
racism in action. Within hours, Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack had forced her to resign. The NAACP, under attack from the right for having denounced racism in the
Tea Party movement, issued a statement blasting Sherrod
and condemning her attitude as unacceptable.
But Breitbart had overstepped. The full video of
Sherrod's speech showed that she wasn't bragging about
being a racist, she was telling what amounted to a parable about prejudice and reconciliation. For one thing,
the incident happened in 1986, when she was working
for a nonprofit, long before she joined the federal government. For another, she helped that white man and his
family save their farm, and they became friends. Through
him, she said, she learned to look past race toward our
common humanity. In effect, she was telling the story of
America's struggle with race, but with the roles reversed.
For hundreds of years, black people were enslaved, oppressed and discriminated against by whites – until the
civil rights movement gave us all a path toward redemption. With the Obama presidency, though, has come a
flurry of charges – from the likes of Breitbart but also
from more substantial conservative figures – about alleged incidences of racial discrimination against whites
by blacks and other minorities. Recall, for example, the
way Obama's critics had a fit when he offered an opinion about the confrontation between Harvard professor
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Protesters outside the Agriculture Department
building in Washington demand the reinstatement
of fired employee Shirley Sherrod. (Manuel Balce
Ceneta/associated Press)

Henry Louis Gates Jr. and a white police officer. Remember the over-the-top reaction when it was learned that
Justice Sonia Sotomayor had once talked about how being a "wise Latina" might affect her thinking. Newt
Gingrich called Sotomayor a racist. He was lightningquick to call Sherrod a racist, too. I'd suggest that the
former House speaker consider switching to decaf, but I
think he knows exactly what he's doing. These allegations of anti-white racism are being deliberately hyped
and exaggerated because they are designed to make whites
fearful. It won't work with most people, of course, but it
works with some – enough, perhaps, to help erode
Obama's political standing and damage his party's prospects at the polls. Before Sherrod, the cause celebre of
the "You Must Fear Obama" campaign involved something called the New Black Panther Party. Never heard
of it? That's because it's a tiny group that exists mainly in
the fevered imaginations of its few members. Also in the
alternate reality of Fox News: One of the network's hosts

has devoted more than three hours of air time in recent
weeks to the grave threat posed by the NBPP. Actually, I
suspect that this excess is at least partly an attempt by a
relatively obscure anchor to boost her own notoriety. The
Sherrod case has fully exposed the right-wing campaign
to use racial fear to destroy Obama's presidency, and I
hope the effect is to finally stiffen some spines in the
administration. The way to deal with bullies is to confront them, not run away. Yet Sherrod was fired before
even being allowed to tell her side of the story. She said
the official who carried out the execution explained that
she had to resign immediately because the story was going to be on Glenn Beck's show that evening. Ironically,
Beck was the only Fox host who, upon hearing the rest
of Sherrod's speech, promptly called for her to be reinstated. On Wednesday, Vilsack offered to rehire her.
Shirley Sherrod stuck to her principles and stood her
ground. I hope the White House learns a lesson. ■

Democrats should show a
little pride and purpose

preaches the need for revolution. That sounds more like
the old New Left than a reinvigorated conservatism. Oh,
yes, and can you think of one thing Republicans stand
for right now other than cutting spending? Never mind
that they are conspicuously vague about what they'd cut.

By E.J. Dionne Jr., Thursday, June 17, 2010
A weird malaise is haunting the Democratic Party. That's
a risky word to use, I know. It's freighted with bad history and carries unfortunate implications. So let's be clear:
President Obama is not Jimmy Carter, not even close.
And Obama's speech on Tuesday was nothing like Carter's
1979 "malaise speech," in which Carter never actually
used that word. Obama gave a good and sensible speech
that was not a home run.
What's odd is that Obama was seen as needing a home
run. This is where the Democratic malaise comes in.
Democrats should feel a lot better than they do. They
enacted a healthcare bill that had been their dream for
more than 60 years. They pulled the country out of a
terrifying economic spiral. They are on the verge of passing the biggest reform of Wall Street since the New Deal.
The public has identified enemies that are typically seen
as Republican allies: oil companies and big bankers. And
given the Republicans' past policies, the Gulf of Mexico
oil spill is at least as much their problem as Obama's.
On top of this, the GOP seems to be doing all it can
to make itself unelectable, veering far to the right and
embracing a Tea Party movement that, at its extremes,
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Yet it is Democrats who are petrified, uncertain and
hesitant – and this was true before the oil spill made
matters worse. Obama's bold rhetoric about "the need
to end America's century-long addiction to fossil fuels"
was not matched by specifics because he knows that nearly
a dozen Senate Democrats are skittish about acting. Why
does it so often seem that Republicans are full of passionate intensity while Democrats lack all conviction?
The month's most important document may prove
to be a poll done for National Public Radio by the Democratic firm of Greenberg Quinlan Rosner and the Republicans at Public Opinion Strategies. In the 70 most
competitive House districts, 60 of them held by Democrats, the pollsters concluded that the Democrats "face a
daunting environment in 2010."
"The results are a wake-up call for Democrats whose
losses in the House could well exceed 30 seats," they declared. Two findings convey the whole: "Sixty-two percent of Republicans in Democratic districts describe
themselves as very enthusiastic about the upcoming election," compared with only 37 percent of Democrats. And:
"By 57 to 37 percent, voters in these 60 Democratic seats
believe that President Obama's economic policies have
produced record deficits while failing to slow job losses."

Paranoia is striking deep among Democrats, and this
poll will only aggravate the disorder. In those competitive districts, Democratic incumbents will be tempted to
hunker down, distance themselves from the president,
urge their leaders to be cautious and run for the hills to
seek refuge from a looming Republican wave.
But the numbers in the NPR survey are so bad that
Democrats might pause before becoming lemmings.
There is something preposterous about how the administration and congressional Democrats have lost every
major public argument that they should be winning
They lost it on a stimulus bill that clearly lifted the
economy, as Alan Blinder, a former vice chairman of the
Federal Reserve, argued persuasively in Wednesday's Wall
Street Journal. They are losing it on the healthcare bill, a
big improvement on the current system enacted through
a process that made it look like a tar ball on an Alabama

beach. They are losing it on the deficit even though it
was Republicans who cut taxes twice while the Bush administration was starting two wars.
Obama is often criticized for being too professorial.
The irony is that Republicans who have little to say about
how to solve the nation's major problems are dominating the country's underlying philosophical narrative.
From Plaquemines Parish to Wall Street, we are seeing what happens when government takes too hands-off
an approach to private economic actors. Yet the GOP is
managing to sell the idea that the big issue in this election should be . . . government spending.
Professor Obama and his allies ought to be ashamed
of this. The cure for malaise is to have a self-confident
sense of purpose, and to act boldly in its pursuit. ■

What the NAACP is really
asking on racism within the
Tea Party

The minute you say there are racist elements in the
Tea Party – reflected in signs at rallies, billboards and
speeches from some of its major figures – the pushback
goes from cries of persecution to charges that those who
are criticizing divisiveness are themselves the dividers.

By E.J. Dionne Jr. | Thursday, July 15, 2010

So let's dispense with the obvious: Most of the opposition to President Obama comes from people who are
against his policies, not his race. The Tea Party is motivated primarily by right-wing ideology, not by racism.

Good for the NAACP. We need an honest conversation
about the role of race and racism in the Tea Party. Thanks
to a resolution passed this week at the venerable
organization's national convention, we'll get it.

But guess what? Nothing the NAACP is saying contradicts this. Its contention is that there are clearly racist
strains in the Tea Party and that the
movement's leaders and the politicians who profit from its activism
should denounce them plainly and
unequivocally.
Here's what Ben Jealous, president
and CEO of the NAACP, asked of the
Tea Party during a speech at the civil
rights group's convention in Kansas
City, Mo.: "Expel the bigots and racists in your ranks or take the responsibility for them and their actions. We
will no longer allow you to hide like
cowards."

A Look Back at the NAACP ... for 100 years, the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People has been on the front line of the race debate. 1960s’ Black leadership
seen here with President Johnson in the White House.
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The NAACP is doing what conservatives have done for decades in
demanding that liberals and progressives separate themselves from left-

wing extremists who trashed America, burned flags and
praised foreign dictators. The racists are the Tea Party's
flag-burners. It's fair to ask the democratic left to condemn extremism. It's fair to ask the same of the democratic right. (Note the small "d.")

view. "Palin wants the terms of debate to be about people
calling her racist, and nobody's calling her racist." The
NAACP, he said, is simply challenging her along with
other Tea Party leaders to separate themselves cleanly from
"racist behavior" by some in the movement.

When I reached Jealous by telephone, he went out of
his way to emphasize that his group is not making a blanket charge of racism. "We have never called the Tea Party
racist," he said. "We know there are black Tea Party members, and we want black people to feel comfortable taking leadership positions in all parties in this country."

"We have seen what's happened in the past when we
let groups play 'hide the ball' with racism in their ranks,"
Jealous said. He's right, and it's time for mainstream conservatives to follow the admirable example of my Post
colleague Michael Gerson, who recently deplored "Tea
Party excess" and spoke of the need to distinguish "the
injudicious from the outrageous."

But speaking of Tea Party leaders, he added: "We've
seen the signs, we've heard the slurs, and all we're asking
is for you to act responsibly and say there's no space for
bigots in the Tea Party."
Sarah Palin struck back Tuesday on her Facebook page,
declaring herself "saddened by the NAACP's claim that
patriotic Americans who stand up for the United States
of America's constitutional rights are somehow 'racists.'"
That, of course, is not what the NAACP is saying.
She went on to refer to "America's past racism," and
identified herself with Ronald Reagan, who said it was "a
legacy of evil." And then Palin brought the conversation
back to herself. "Having been on the receiving end of a
similar spurious charge of racism," she said, "I know how
Tea Party Americans feel to be falsely accused."
This is a shameless, narcissistic dodge. "Palin wants
to construct a false argument," Jealous said in the inter-
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Let's start with former representative Tom Tancredo's
speech at a Tea Party convention last February that never
got the attention it deserved. The reason we elected
"Barack Hussein Obama," Tancredo said, is "mostly because I think we do not have a civics literacy test before
people can vote in this country." He was cheered for this.
Should anyone be surprised that members of the
NAACP might be alarmed over the suggestion that we
need "literacy tests," phony devices once used to keep
African Americans from voting?
Guilt by association is wrong, but it's legitimate to
insist that those who believe in democracy and freedom
take forceful steps to disassociate themselves from people
in their movement who peddle racism, intolerance and
fear. That's what the NAACP is asking.
It's your move, Sarah.

■

Curbing Your Enthusiasm
By PAUL KRUGMAN
Published: July 29, 2010
Why does the Obama administration keep looking for
love in all the wrong places? Why does it go out of its
way to alienate its friends, while wooing people who will
never waver in their hatred?
These questions were inspired by the ongoing suspense over whether President Obama will do the obviously right thing and nominate Elizabeth Warren to lead
the new consumer financial protection agency. But the
Warren affair is only the latest chapter in an ongoing saga.
Mr. Obama rode into office on a vast wave of progressive enthusiasm. This enthusiasm was bound to be
followed by disappointment, and not just because the
president was always more centrist and conventional than
his fervent supporters imagined. Given the facts of politics, and above all the difficulty of getting anything done
in the face of lock step Republican opposition, he wasn't
going to be the transformational figure some envisioned.
And Mr. Obama has delivered in important ways.
Above all, he managed (with a lot of help from Nancy
Pelosi) to enact a health reform that, imperfect as it is,
will greatly improve Americans' lives - unless a Republican Congress manages to sabotage its implementation.
But progressive disillusionment isn't just a matter of
sky-high expectations meeting prosaic reality. Threatened
filibusters didn't force Mr. Obama to waffle on torture; to
escalate in Afghanistan; to choose, with exquisitely bad timing, to loosen the rules on offshore drilling early this year.
Then there are the appointments. Yes, the administration needed experienced hands. But did all the senior
members of the economics team have to be protégés of
Robert Rubin, the apostle of financial deregulation? Was
it necessary to install Ken Salazar at the Interior Department over the objections of environmentalists who feared,
rightly, that his ties to extractive industries would make
him slow to clean up a corrupt agency?
And where's this administration's Frances Perkins? As
F.D.R.'s labor secretary, Perkins, a longtime crusader for
workers' rights, served as a symbol of the New Deal's commitment to change. I have nothing against Hilda Solis,
the current labor secretary - but neither she nor any other
senior figure in the administration is a progressive with
enough independent stature to play that kind of role.
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What explains Mr. Obama's consistent snubbing of
those who made him what he is? Does he fear that his
enemies would use any support for progressive people or
ideas as an excuse to denounce him as a left-wing extremist? Well, as you may have noticed, they don't need
such excuses: He's been portrayed as a socialist because
he enacted Mitt Romney's healthcare plan, as a virulent
foe of business because he's been known to mention that
corporations sometimes behave badly.
The point is that Mr. Obama's attempts to avoid confrontation have been counterproductive. His opponents
remain filled with a passionate intensity, while his supporters, having received no respect, lack all conviction.
And in a midterm election, where turnout is crucial, the
"enthusiasm gap" between Republicans and Democrats
could spell catastrophe for the Obama agenda.
Which brings me back to Ms. Warren.
The debate over financial reform, in which the G.O.P.
has taken the side of the bad guys, should be a political winner for Democrats. Much of the reform, however, is deeply
technical: "Maintain the requirement that derivatives be
traded on public exchanges!" doesn't fit on a placard.
But protecting consumers, ensuring that they aren't
the victims of predatory financial practices, is something
voters can relate to. And choosing a high-profile consumer advocate to lead the agency providing that protection - someone whose scholarship and advocacy were
largely responsible for the agency's creation - is the natural move, both substantively and politically. Meanwhile,
the alternative - disappointing supporters yet again by
choosing some little-known technocrat - seems like an
obvious error.
So why is this issue still up in the air? Yes, Republicans might well try to filibuster a Warren appointment,
but that's a fight the administration should welcome.
O.K., I don't really know what's going on. But I worry
that Mr. Obama is still wrapped up in his dream of transcending partisanship, while his aides dislike the idea of
having to deal with strong, independent voices. And the
end result of this game-playing is an administration that
seems determined to alienate its friends.
Just to be clear, progressives would be foolish to sit
out this election: Mr. Obama may not be the politician
of their dreams, but his enemies are definitely the stuff of
their nightmares. But Mr. Obama has a responsibility,
too. He can't expect strong support from people his administration keeps ignoring and insulting.
■

The Mississippi Delta's
healthcare blues
Anne Brooks, a nun and a physician, has struggled
for years to treat the poor at a rundown clinic in Tutwiler. The nation's new healthcare law could help,
but her state is fighting it.

by Noam N. Levey,
Tribune Washington Bureau
Reporting from Tutwiler, MS – This crumbling Delta
town, set amid cotton fields, abandoned railroad tracks
and cypress-studded bayous, is a hard place.

the Mississippi Delta to open the Tutwiler Clinic with the
blessing of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary.
She sees the nation's new healthcare law as a potentially happy turn in a long, hard journey. The measure
provides hundreds of billions of dollars to help states expand medical insurance for the poor and pay doctors like
Brooks, nearly half of whose patients have no coverage.
But there's a good chance this story will end with another
difficult twist in the road for Brooks and for Tutwiler.
Mississippi has the highest poverty rate in the nation
and some of the sickest people, with the country's highest rate of heart disease and the second-highest rate of
diabetes.
For every dollar the state spends to expand healthcare
for the poor, it stands to get as much as $20 from Washington. But state officials have been making it harder, not
easier, to enroll in government-backed healthcare programs.

Dr. Anne Brooks (center) is Chair and Founder of Medical Department, NW Mississippi Regional MC, Tutwiler Clinic, Inc., Tutwiler,
MS. Left to right: Josie Smith, RN, Sister Eileen Breen, FNP, Dr.
Brooks, Gloria Davis, medical assistant, and Flora Williams, RN.

So hard that the plaintive sound of a local musician
drawing a knife blade across the strings of his guitar gave
birth to the blues here a century ago. So hard that a Roman Catholic nun named Anne Brooks has struggled for
the last 27 years to keep a medical clinic open for the poor.
"It's a pretty hand-to-mouth existence," said Brooks,
71, a physician with a wry sensibility and a profane streak.
Brooks earned a medical degree at age 44 before coming to
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Republican Gov. Haley Barbour campaigned on a
promise to cut the healthcare safety net to balance the
state budget. Shortly afterward, Mississippi began requiring Medicaid recipients to submit to in-person interviews
once a year, making it the only state with such a sweeping rule. In Tutwiler, the closest registration office is in
nearby Sumner. It's open one day a week, on Tuesdays,
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., as well as the
third Wednesday of the month.
Barbour, who said recently that the healthcare overhaul
"would prove disastrous" for Mississippi, has joined a lawsuit filed by GOP officials in several states seeking to overturn the law. For the little clinic near the banks of Hobson
Bayou, that could mean more challenging days ahead. ■

Announcement
Leflore County Salutes Veterans of
the Civil Rights Movement
On September 5, 2010, Browning Progressive Civic League and Three River Community
Development Corporation, will pause a moment to give thanks and pay tribute to those who's
courage paved a way for the quality of life that we now enjoy. Over 47 years ago, local citizen
of Leflore County with the assistance from groups like SCLC, CORE, and SNCC freedom
riders, took a stand for the equal right for all. As Community Developed Organizations we
understand and appreciate the sacrifice of these citizens. Most often people tend to forget the
rights and privileges we enjoy today were not afforded to African Americans fifty years ago. We
also quickly forget the participants who stood for equality in politics, education, and economic. The members of Browning Progressive Civic League as part of its Labor Day Celebration will honor local citizens who put their lives on the line and risked all, to lay the foundation for this county, state and nation to be a better place. The celebration is a three day event
with Park Opening on Saturday, children activities with a little league baseball tournament.
Sunday, day two, a founders day program will take place at Friendship Church. The program
will be a "Salute to Courage" honoring the Civil Rights Veterans of the movement.
In the late 1950's and early 1960's countless protests, rallies, and voter rights activities took
place in Greenwood, Leflore County. The brutal slaying of Emmitt Till, the murder of Meager
Evers, and the slaying of Chaney, Goodman, and Schwerner in Philadelphia, Ms; were tragedies woven into the struggle for voting rights in Leflore County.
Greenwood became the hub for Delta counties, which consisted mainly of efforts in Leflore, Holmes, Carroll, Tallahatchie, Sunflower, and Humphreys counties. The participants in
the movement faced overwhelming odds as they confronted police brutality, dogs, water hoses,
and jail time and even the possibility of death, but with hard work, faith, and perseverance
they pressed on to achieve equality.
In order to take a stand such as this, it took great courage, which gave rise to the theme for
this event, "A Salute to Courage". The Guest speaker for this event will be Ms. Rose Massey,
one of the foot soldiers in the movement and Congressman Bennie G. Thompson, whose 2nd
congressional district of Mississippi is a direct result of the struggle for Civil Rights justice and
is an icon himself in the struggle for equality for African Americans in higher education in
Mississippi.
We believe that a person must know their pass in order to chart his/her course for the
future. We commend groups such as the Greenwood Voter's League, Itta Bena Voter's League,
Leflore County Chapter of the NAACP, Elks Lodge, American Legion Post 200, and other
organizations that play a role in the ongoing struggle. We ask that all organizations join us in
our efforts to remind our local communities about our legacy, heritage and the great sacrifices
that were made. We join together to make this a spectacular revival to aid in the development
of the written and oral history and the legacy of men and women of the Delta who stood tall
for freedom at a time when it wasn't popular to take a stand.
The Labor Day activities will culminate on day 3 with a full day of activities consisting of
games and activities for children, barbecue in the park and live Blues entertainment with the
professional recording artist L.J. Echols.
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Movement History
Activist's Friends Praise a Life
Well Led – Guyot Endured Beatings for Civil Rights
By Avis Thomas-Lester and Hamil R. Harris
Washington Post Staff Writers, October 18, 2007

his life. He is significant because he knew there is a price
more ultimate than death. It is disgrace."
Dozens of Guyot's relatives, friends and colleagues
from the civil rights movement through his activism in
District politics characterized him as a warrior with a kind
heart who still bears physical scars from his efforts to
wrestle down Jim Crow 50 years ago.
"So many of our legendary figures end up never really getting the accolades and appreciation that their actions warrant," said James Berry, one of the organizers of
the event. "We wanted to . . . say thank you for sacrificing your time and talent on behalf of our people."
A highlight of the evening occurred when Norton described meeting Guyot only a few hours after the murder
of civil rights icon Medgar Evers as Guyot sat in a jail cell.
It was June 15, 1963, a few days after Evers was shot
in the driveway of his Jackson, Miss., home. Guyot,
then a 24-year-old SNCC volunteer, had gone to
Winona, Miss., five days earlier to bail out colleagues
from the civil rights movement, including the famed
Fannie Lou Hamer and June Johnson, who had been
arrested while working on voter registration. Instead of
being allowed to post their bail, however, Guyot was
beaten bloody and jailed.

Lawrence Guyot Reflects
http://media.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/mmedia/
player/images/100507-7v_228.jpg
Longtime civil rights activist Lawrence Guyot's friends
got together at a dining hall at the Washington Navy
Yard this month to thank him for a job well done.
There were those who met him in Washington, such
as Nia Kuumba, 78, a D.C. community activist who
marched on Washington with the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. in 1963 and lobbied for home rule with Guyot
decades later. And there were those who were with Guyot
in Mississippi, such as Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (DD.C.). She met him when, as a member of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Guyot
was threatened, jailed and beaten – several times almost
to death – only to continue his work demanding equal
rights for black Americans.
"I come here to introduce him only because Martin,
Medgar and Malcolm are unable to do so," said Timothy
Jenkins, a longtime D.C. educator who met Guyot in
Mississippi 45 years ago as Jenkins was creating schools
for black children. "He is significant not because he risked
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"If I had lived what Guyot had lived, I never would
have gone to that jail, especially as a black man," Norton
said. "There in Mississippi for two days, I saw it at its
worst and I saw it at its best. Because of Larry Guyot, I
understood what it meant to live with terror and to walk
straight into it."
Guyot, 68, said the incident at the Winona jail reaffirmed his commitment to civil rights because he realized the extent to which segregationists would go to interfere with the movement. Men claiming to be FBI agents
tried to interview him. His cell was unlocked and a knife
placed nearby as a temptation to try to escape.
One night, the jailers took him behind the jail and
identified him to a huge crowd of glaring white men gathered there. "Now you know what he looks like. You can
take care of him whenever you find him," Guyot recalled
the jailer telling the whites.
Guyot was released in time to attend Evers's funeral
June 19, 1963, at Arlington National Cemetery. He believes he would have been killed if Evers had not been. "They
would have had too much of a hard time explaining some
more dead civil rights workers" to the FBI agents and Justice Department officials who converged on the state.

Movement History (continued)
Born in Pass Christian on the Gulf Coast, Guyot
was unfamiliar with the kind of oppression suffered by
blacks elsewhere in Mississippi. His mother, Margaret,
was a homemaker. His father, Lawrence, was a contractor who mixed with whites and tolerated no disrespect
from "black men or white," Guyot said. He was a student at Tougaloo College, with its focus on social issues, when he learned about the rampant racism practiced in many parts of his state. In 1960, he began working full time for civil rights. His first job was organizing
in Jackson, where he lived at the legendary Freedom
House at 714 Rose St. with activists including Bob
Moses and Dorie and Joyce Ladner.
Guyot met King and got to know Evers. He trained
volunteers, registered thousands to vote and empowered
blacks to agitate for change. "He had an independent
streak in him" said Dorie Ladner, a retired clinical social
worker who lives in Northwest. "He was a very strategic
planner. And he wasn't afraid of white people and what
they were doing."
Guyot was among the activists who formed the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. He was chairman
when it challenged the state party's refusal to allow blacks
in its delegation to the Democratic National Conven-
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tion in Atlantic City in 1964. The challenge led Mississippi party officials to integrate and to include women in
its delegation, Guyot said.
He ran unsuccessfully for Congress in Mississippi as
an anti-Vietnam War candidate. He participated in a lawsuit whereby Mississippi residents challenged enforcement
of the Voting Rights Act and has been active in the state's
efforts toward racial reconciliation.
A resident of the District since 1971, Guyot has served
as an advisory neighborhood commissioner. He champions voting rights, has worked to counter what he sees as
threats to black-owned businesses in the city and makes
frequent appearances on national and local news programs.
He was also pivotal in the effort to get PBS to rebroadcast
"Eyes on the Prize," the much-heralded 14-hour documentary series on the civil rights movement that had not been
seen for years because of copyright issues.
Guyot and his wife, Monica, whom he met during
the struggle in Mississippi, said they were overwhelmed
by the tribute. "It was an unbelievable, exhilarating vindication of how I've lived my life," Guyot said. "It was a
very humbling and wonderful experience and one that I
will never forget."
■

Movement History (continued)
Remarks by Robert L. Zangrando
at the Library of Congress Symposium – February 26, 2010,
honoring the Centennial (19092009) of the NAACP – part I
I would like to talk a little bit about the background of
the NAACP'S campaign against lynching. To do so, I
have to take a moment to raise some theoretical questions which have very hard and dreadful implications.
Let me begin with the definition racism, because that
was what the battle was all about-white Americans' perception of the black community. I should think racism
could be defined in the following manner: the designation of inferiority directed at an entire group of people
on the basis of nothing more substantial than the mere
observation of external physical differences. You look different; I don't accept the differences. I don't like it; I
don't like you, and I'm going to do everything I can to
impede your progress and to hold you back.. Totally irrational-mindless, indefensible. It's the bedrock of the problem. Why? How does this persist? How, in a secular democracy, in the twenty-first century did we let it exist to
begin with and persist thereafter? First of all, the racist
had all the cards in the deck. Or had, until the NAACP
came along. That's my purpose in bringing this up. The
racist enjoyed the power and the authority to persist. By
power, I mean in all its manifestations: economic-the
power to deny employment; educational-the power to
segregate schools, to decide culturally what is taught in
those schools; politically-the power to disfranchise, to
refuse access to the ballot box, to refuse to nominate and
to elect to office. In every fashion of life, the racist controlled the power, and, of course-which is where I ultimately going--the raw, dreadful power of violence in race
riots and lynchings. But the other element in this is that
the racist enjoyed the authority of the law. A combination of indifference and racism among the key figures in
American history allowed the racist to continue with no
redress for the victim. Or a sham of redress, which is
equally inexcusable. That, of course, is where I am also
going. The NAACP assaulted, attacked, mobilized against
this form or authority-legal authority-and that made the

difference. It took years; it took decades; it's still an ongoing struggle, but it's one of the more honorable struggles
in the history of this nation. What then, did the NAACP
have to do? It had to create an enormous society-wide,
national climate of change. Imperfect, unfinished still,
but change. Let me pause again to theoretically discuss
what is involved in this massive question of change. Well,
I think there are three elements. Again, I want address
myself to how the NAACP went about this. To bring
about change you have to alter three elements in the society. The first, I should think, would e values. How do
you get whites to understand the corrupted approach thy
had taken and alter their values, their perceptions, and
their attitudes toward the black community? So values
have to be changed. Behavior, of course, has to be
changed. And finally, institutions. And there, of course,
again, is where the NAACP comes in-affecting values and
behavior through its educational processes; its public relations activities; its campaigns in the halls of Congress;
and most especially in institutions, changing the structure of society, undermining the abuse of authority at
law that whites enjoyed. So with those theoretical comments, I'd like to look at what the NAACP attempted to
in its campaign against lynching and mob violence. The
saddest part of all this is that white America continued to
provide "opportunities," if I can ut that in quotes, opportunities to counter long-standing white racism. By
violence, the white community continued to give the
NAACP its reason for existence, its motivations, its obligations. Because if one cannot sustain existence, one cannot enjoy security and safety in one's person, then everything else falls by the wayside. So, from the very beginning, the NAACP was committed to doing something
about lynching and race riots. And they had it right in
front of them in the daily newspaper reports, in letters
from friends elsewhere, in an awareness of the erosion of
decency that violence presented. A brief reminder, race
riots in Wilmington, North Carolina in 1898; in New
York City (my goodness, New York City-not Mississippi,
Alabama, Florida-New York City!) in 1900. The Atlanta
race riot in 1906, which was schooling incident for a
young thirteen-year-old named Walter White, who became the Executive Secretary of the NAACP in 1931,
following his predecessor and mentor, James Weldon
Johnson.
to be continued in the next issue
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Books and Media

WALK IN MY SHOES ... Link to C-SPAN Video: http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/294198-1
Andrew Young talked about his life and career, which included civil rights activism as an adviser to Martin Luther
King, Jr., mayor of Atlanta, Georgia, and U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. His book Walk in My Shoes:
Conversations Between a Civil Rights Legend and His Godson on the Journey Ahead (Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), is
a compilation of an inter-generational correspondence with Kabir Sehgal on topics such as race, faith, and leadership.
Former Ambassador Young also responded to questions from members of the audience

Play Josh White’s rendition
of

Free and Equal Blues
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SeQP4b1NDc
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Books and Media (continued)
From C-SPAN2 – BookTV’s List of Top Nonfiction Books
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SPIES
OF MISSISSIPPI
T H E S TAT E- S P O N S O R E D CA M PA I G N T O D E FE AT C I V I L R I G H T S

FREEDOM SUMMER, 1964
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HAS ENTERED THE SPY BUSINESS.

ENTER THE WORLD OF CIVIL RIGHTS ESPIONAGE IN OLD DIXIE

SPIES OF MISSISSIPPI brings

you into a world of informants,
infiltrators and agent provocateurs in the deep South, where
tax-payer dollars are used to
spy on ordinary Americans. The

movement spying on their own.
In the end, their intelligence will
end up in the hands of the Klan,
who are only too happy to take
the law into their own hands with
cross burnings, church bombings

mission? A relentless quest to

and murder.

stop integration – at any cost.

TOLD THROUGH GRIPPING

WHO WERE THE SPIES?

INTERVIEWS WITH THE SPIES

The answer is shocking. Not
hooded whites surrounding a
cross, but a cadre of black
operatives code named “X”,
who infiltrated the civil rights

and the spied upon, the film
includes a wealth of rarely before
seen archival film footage and a
powerful, original musical score.
It includes segregationist propa-

ganda films that promoted white
supremacy and shows secret
documents revealing diagrams of
Klan murder scenes sketched by
state investigators and surveillance photos of teenaged protestors with numbers scrawled over
their faces to make it easier to
identify them as target for harassment, arrest, or worse. One
of the last people to ever see Andrew Goodman, James Chaney,
and Mickey Schwerner alive was
Agent X, a black spy who had
obtained the three civil rights

workers license plate number and
passed it on to the whites awaiting them in Neshoba County.
FAST FORWARD TO 2009

The world has pinned its hopes
on a charismatic black President,
an event many thought they’d
never see. If ever we were able to
fully understand the darkest days
of our past it is now. The time
has come to tell this little known
chapter in history.
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Available in September 2010

Hands on the Freedom Plow
Personal Accounts by Women in SNCC
EDITED BY FAITH S. HOLSAERT, MARTHA PRESCOD NORMAN
NOONAN, JUDY RICHARDSON, BETTY GARMAN ROBINSON,
JEAN SMITH YOUNG, AND DOROTHY M. ZELLNER
In Hands on the Freedom Plow, fifty-two women—northern and southern, young and
old, urban and rural, black, white, and Latina—share their courageous personal stories
of working for the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) on the front
lines of the Civil Rights Movement.
The testimonies gathered here present a sweeping personal history of SNCC: early
sit-ins, voter registration campaigns, and freedom rides; the 1963 March on Washington, the Mississippi Freedom Summer, and the movements in Alabama and Maryland;
and Black Power and antiwar activism. Many also describe risking their lives through
beatings and arrests and witnessing unspeakable violence in the Deep South. These
intense stories depict women, many very young, dealing with extreme fear and finding
the remarkable strength to survive.
The women in SNCC acquired new skills, experienced personal growth, sustained one
another, and even had fun in the midst of serious struggle. Readers are privy to their
analyses of the Movement, its tactics, strategies, and underlying philosophies. The
contributors revisit central debates of the struggle including the role of non-violence
and self-defense, the role of white people in a black-led movement, and the role of
women within the Movement and the society at large.

FAITH S. HOLSAERT, Durham, North Carolina,
teacher and fiction writer, has remained active in
lesbian and women’s, antiwar, and justice struggles.
MARTHA PRESCOD NORMAN NOONAN, community organizer, activist, homemaker, and teacher
of history including the civil rights movement, lives
near Baltimore. Filmmaker and Movement lecturer
JUDY RICHARDSON’s projects include the PBS
documentary series Eyes on the Prize and other
historical documentaries. She lives in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. BETTY GARMAN ROBINSON, a
community organizer, lives in Baltimore and is active
in the reemerging grassroots social justice movement. JEAN SMITH YOUNG is a child psychiatrist
who works with community mental health programs
in the Washington, DC area. New York City consultant DOROTHY M. ZELLNER wrote and edited for
the Center for Constitutional Rights and CUNY Law
School. All of the editors worked for SNCC.

Each story reveals how the struggle for social change was formed, supported, and
maintained by the women who kept their “hands on the freedom plow.”
“This amazing book rethreads the needle of memory with a stronger cord woven of the
testimonies of sisters who never gave up or in.”
—Darlene Clark Hine, coauthor of The African American Odyssey
“Hats off to the Hands On sisters! Each story is a treasure, each woman a measure of
the Civil Rights Movement’s strength.”
—Julian Bond, Chairman of the NAACP Board of Directors
“This is a splendid, spectacular, stirring book. At last the long marginalized women of
SNCC tell their galvanizing, enspiriting stories in their own words.”
—Blanche Wiesen Cook, University Distinguished Professor, John Jay College and
The Graduate Center, CUNY, and author of Eleanor Roosevelt, Volumes 1-3

632 PAGES. 6.125 x 9.25 INCHES.
25 BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
CLOTH, 978-0-252-03557-9. $34.95

“The testimonies of these remarkable women are an indispensable part of the history
of the Southern movement against racial segregation.”
—Howard Zinn, author of A People’s History of the United States: 1492 to Present
ORDERING INFORMATION

Phone orders: (800) 621-2736 (USA/Canada); (773) 702-7000 (International)
Fax orders: (800) 621-8476 (USA/Canada); (773) 702-7212 (International)
Online orders: www.press.uillinois.edu (after May 1, 2010)
U.S. Mail orders: Customer Service, Chicago Distribution Center, 11030 South Langley Avenue, Chicago IL 60628
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